Humanitarian Technologies and Big Data

An application and research portfolio for the 2016-17 Data & Society Fellows Program
Nowhere is the research agenda of the Data & Society Fellowship Program more important than in the context of conflict early warning, human rights monitoring, and disaster management. As a humanitarian technologist and social scientist, I hope to introduce and lead a research agenda that explores not only the applications of information communication technologies (ICTs) and the variety of data generated through these tools for matters of humanitarian action, but to investigate, from a critical perspective, what these technologies do to humanitarian action, as new non-traditional actors such as local communities and digital humanitarians become relevant, new methods such as crowdsourcing and machine learning are tested, and old ways of “doing-business” are made obsolete or redundant.

A serious scholarly approach is needed to explore the opportunities and challenges of harnessing big data generated by mobile technologies, social media, commercial remote sensing, and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) for humanitarian response and disaster management. Such a research agenda will not only augment the operational capacity of the humanitarian community, but—and this is critical—will also contribute to an understanding of what these technologies do to social and power relationships. As Sandvik et al. point out, technology itself cannot be thought of in normative terms, nor can it be conceived of as a neutral vessel: it reflects a mutually constitutive relationship with society.

The D&S Fellowship, by providing the opportunity to proactively engage with emerging issues germane to data and society, provides a timely and powerful platform by which to advance research, understanding, and policy design around both the opportunities and challenges for humanitarian action in the age of big data: it provides resources and a space to engage with underlaying issues not currently addressed by traditional funding pipelines that, for instance, are results- and-response-oriented.
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2 For instance, engaging with matters of privacy and ethically-informed use of data is difficult during crisis response, when lives are at stake, or when funding and evaluation mechanisms promote the delivery of
Mark Latonero and Zachary Gold’s work, through Data & Society’s “Data, Human Rights & Human Security” program, is setting a strong foundation by which to explore applications of humanitarian technologies and big data from a critical perspective. I agree wholeheartedly with their diagnosis and prescription: Because “social factors cannot be separated from data…” and because “…we simply do not know all the positive and negative impacts these new technologies will bring…” cross-disciplinary, “translation” work is needed to bring diverse sectors together to identify challenges, evaluate applications of new technologies, and develop ethically informed and evidence-based operational guidelines for moving forward. And much of my work—outlined below—is positioned to address some of the key issues and tensions raised in their Data, Human Rights & Human Security primer: accuracy, validity & prediction; balancing threats and values; keeping an eye out for unintended consequences; governance and accountability; collecting, sharing & security; context and power dynamics.

However, I feel that I bring a complementary approach to a related but slightly different set of problematics/spaces. While Latonero and Gold seem to suggest that the “data—human security” problematic emerges “when collecting personal data for case analysis and protection [moves] beyond crisis events,” my research and practice illustrates that the challenges they have identified also exist at the outset of crises (pandemics, conflict, natural disaster). In other words, I believe that matters of accuracy and validity, or governance and accountability, etc, are germane to all stages of crisis management: anticipation and monitoring, resilience-building, acute response, recovery and development.

Additionally, I’ve identified—through teaching and training, participatory research, and prototyping—an expanded scope of emergent challenges germane to the humanitarian space (complimentary to the human rights space) that warrants consideration. This includes, for instance, the need to navigate new actors, relationships, and roles in the humanitarian space (what I term “collaboration and coordination), as the private sector and digital and volunteer networks become increasingly relevant for information management during response operations. It also means moving from “supply-driven” to more user-driven approaches to ICT aid and not the careful reflection on the emergent consequences of applications of new humanitarian technologies.
innovation, especially when trying to integrate divergent data streams and non-standardized data into traditional decision-making mechanisms and processes.

Finally, in my work—and highlighted in this application—I contextualize these emergent challenges in case studies, something that Latonero and Gold’s primer calls for as a key “next step.” The case studies below serve a number of purposes. On the one hand, they help flesh out and validate an ecosystem of emergent challenges. On the other hand, they offer up potential solutions: I have worked directly on information management solutions for the Ebola response, Nepal earthquake response, and in East Africa monitoring mixed migration flows, and have already moved to design approaches to develop evidence-based guidelines and operational protocols with my partners in the field.

As such, I hope to use the D&S Fellowship to complement my current engagement with a network of cross-disciplinary actors to design, test, and implement solutions. I am requesting the full $30,000 Fellowship stipend to undertake this research agenda. Covered in more detail in the budget section below, I articulate two strategies to use the budget. One option to fund baseline research across three case studies/emergent challenges with the goal of matching D&S funding with external resources necessary to pilot and test in the field. The other option is to pursue one case study/emergent challenges solely through D&S funding, from design, to pilot and testing, to scale up and implementation. I look forward to talking about the strategy that best aligns with D&S interests and resources. Below I articulate the challenges and opportunities ahead, highlighting a number of critical research agendas that I would like to pursue as a Data & Society Fellow, and then illustrate how and why I am a uniquely qualified candidate.

**Opportunities and progress**

The proliferation of access to low and high grade technologies has generated innovative, timely, and cost efficient ways of capturing and making sense of actionable intelligence in crisis affected settings.

The Satellite Sentinel Project showed how near-real time satellite imagery could provide both a conflict early warning system and a living archive for the
documentation of human rights violations in the border region of South Sudan. The Nethope / Standby Task Force Ebola Phase II deployment illustrated how a network of remote-based digital volunteers could provide the World Health Organization with its first comprehensive map of Ebola Treatment Facilities in West Africa during the height of the crisis. And Micro-Mappers, Humanitarian Open Street Map, UAiators, Kathmandu Living Labs, and the Standby Task Force—all digital humanitarian, volunteer and technical communities (V&TCs)—exemplified how traditional and new media, satellite imagery, and high-resolution video footage could be aggregated, interrogated, and analyzed to provide situational awareness on infrastructure damage and the locations and needs of vulnerable populations in real time after a magnitude 7.8 earthquake.

Indeed, in an increasingly networked world, where innovations in—and access to—technology are growing at an exponential rate, the possibilities seem endless. Already, the International Federation of the Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC) have launched a Tech4Resilience Global Dialogue on Emerging Technology for Emerging Needs. According to IFRC, augmented reality software (software that adds layers of computer-generated data through internet-connected devices) might be used for “crowdsourcing and visualizing community resources,” in disaster settings.” The Dialogue is also engaging with applications of biometric scanners and data systems for registration of vulnerable communities, smart home technology for remote monitoring of build environments, and wearable technologies that monitor health conditions and mobility of vulnerable populations, augmenting real-time communication and navigation for early warning and aid search and rescue in situations of complex crises.

**Challenges and emergent problems**

But while new humanitarian technologies, actors, and ways of doing business are setting the bar for actionable intelligence during mass atrocities, pandemics, and natural disasters, the sector as a whole lacks the necessary frameworks and protocols for accurately, appropriately, and safely harnessing these tools and
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methods. Micro-tasking open-source data and social media by volunteer organizations can provide timely and cost efficient data collection and analysis but requires the training and professionalization of traditional humanitarian organizations in order to achieve accurate and reliable results. The use of satellite imagery and UAVs by non-state actors brings military-grade intelligence, but without the diplomatic tools and legal frameworks necessary to deal with issues of potential violations of sovereign airspace. Using algorithms to mine meta-data from Twitter and personal call detail records bring real time holistic opportunities but also privacy issues and the potential to empower some segments of society at the expense of others.

How are we to navigate these emergent issues? If mobile and high-end technologies are to contribute to information management in crisis contexts, organizations need to deal with the following:

(1) coordination and collective action problems
(2) standardization and integration of divergent, interoperable data streams
(3) privacy, security, and ethical challenges
(4) credibility, accuracy, and verification gaps
(5) matters of sovereignty, legitimacy, participation, and relationships.

The following cases exemplify a broad range of challenges and opportunities to leverage new technologies and big data in humanitarian action. This document will thus serve to both flesh out and pin down emergent areas of concern as well as articulate possible entry points for Data & Society engagement.
In the networked age, scarcity of information is no longer a concern. Just the opposite; organizations need to figure out how to make sense of too much data made accessible by mobile technologies, social media, and access to visual information through more affordable commercial remote sensing technologies and UAVs. Such work is like finding the proverbial needle in the haystack, and requires establishing mechanisms to limit information, clean and filter data generated through divergent sources, and share that information horizontally and in near-real time.

The Nepal earthquake response is one example of an explosion (and convergence) of divergent data and the need for critically assessing information products for decision-making.

At the outset of the earthquake, Digital Globe and Google’s Skybox donated satellite imagery to the humanitarian community, free of charge. Facebook and Google launched Safety Check and Person Finder apps to locate lost loved ones. Micro Mappers and Humanitarian Open Street Map (HOT) were activated (with official United Nations support). Artificial Intelligence for Disaster Response (AIDR) was used to process and filter the hundreds of thousands of Tweets pertaining to the #NepalEarthquake and #NepalEarthquakeResponse, while Micro Mappers process tweets and images by the click of a mouse. The Standby Task Force was activated to support information management and geo-spatial mapping.
of information resources for responders. A combination of government census data and imagery analysis has been uploaded to the Humanitarian Digital Exchange (HDX).

In short, a multitude of data were processed by an ecosystem of actors to produce a variety of information products germane to infrastructure damage or the location and needs of affected communities. In just one week after the crisis for instance, I counted over 100 data exchanges alone, making available static reports, PDFs, spreadsheets, and links to interactive maps and other exportable baseline layer data.

But what of the users of such information products? Humanitarian relief involves the complex interplay of governments, international organizations, NGOs, local organizations and affected communities themselves. How are these actors making sense of the information deluge coming out of crises contexts? What about affected communities themselves? In what ways have donated satellite imagery and UAV footage served to inform vulnerable and displaced populations? What ways can the information cycle be completed through context appropriate feedback loops? Current research suggests limited ways of knowing just how effective these new products were.

While the proliferation of communications tools, information platforms, and data exchange has indeed increased the potential for more temporal-spatial and category specific situational awareness—in near-real time—it has also led to an “innovation-action gap,” as a diverse range of humanitarian actors are still struggling to digest, make sense of, manage, and use information for decision making in a variety of complex crises situations. Part of this has to do with the supply-driven nature of information being pumped out of crisis contexts. Supply-driven information products generate the following challenges for humanitarian actors:

(1) Too much or irrelevant information. For information to be a resource, it has to be aligned with and targeted to task. In the “information age,” the increase in velocity, volume, and variety of data (big data) and the operational context of
humanitarian work (new actors, threats, contexts, and technologies) make decision making especially challenging.

(2) Those who produce information lack knowledge about the users of such information. Tools, platforms, and data exchanges are supplied at an ever increasing rate and in multiple varieties due to technological advancements that have reduced barriers for suppliers of information. But information products might not be aligned with user needs (a variety of demands).

(3) Information biases. Increasing the readability, search-ability, and timeliness of information cannot address the problem of political positioning that often emerges during dialogue and remains a barrier to the use of information for multi-organizational, multi-level, and multi-disciplinary collaboration between and among digital and traditional communities.

As a Data and Society Fellow, I would like to design and test a “user-driven” approach, shifting from supply to a demand-based orientation toward information products in crisis situations, with the goal of creating a new kind of solution that not only provides information but also facilitates its use. To do this, we would engage with a diverse community of decision makers, collect evidence on challenges and opportunities, and develop a prototype for a practical tool to help first responders navigate an ecosystem of information for decision-making. When working with NGOs for example, we would collaborate with information management officers and response managers to see if and how such diverse information products are integrated (or not) into Emergency Management Systems. In our work with affected communities, we would first survey information infrastructure and socio-cultural contexts to imagine ways in which complex information can be harnessed to complete feedback loops to more effectively engage with affected communities in the information management cycle.

Such a tool will provide snapshots of activities to help actors understand the complexity of information available, aid users in navigating lean pathways toward effective application of information that avoids the challenges often associated with supply-driven information production, and will serve to evaluate the effectiveness of new information products to facilitate truly interoperable platforms.
Containing Ebola

Un-siloing data systems and bridging the “digital/physical divide” for coordinated response in public health emergencies.

Remote management in high-risk crisis situations is now possible due to advancements in ICTs, even in traditionally low-resource settings. Such an approach offers up new opportunities for multi-modal governance in areas of limited statehood.\(^8\) But this practice also raises questions about distancing tendencies, as on-ground presence gives way to new “digital proximities,” contributing to a re-allocation of risk away from the humanitarian organization toward local communities, and leading to an overestimation of the degree of beneficiary empowerment and participation through ICTs.\(^9\) Facilitating shifting roles and new relations may require new rules for data governance to standardize information management procedures, integrate data collection systems, and encourage the right amount of competition in an environment that is traditionally characterized by duplication of efforts, silo-ed approaches, and competition between players.

The Ebola response in West Africa in 2014 is a prime example of this.\(^10\) By October 2014, many months after the WHO declared an Ebola outbreak emergency in West Africa, in the international response was insufficient, uncoordinated, and unable to curb the spread of infection in the worst hit countries. Information management problems are considered to be a primary factor for the inadequate response leading up to the height of the crisis. At the time, facility-centric information (about the location and capacities of Ebola Treatment Units) was silo-ed within the NGOs that were in administrative charge of the facility. A Save the Children facility, for example, had little information (location, supplies, case load, capacity), about an Medicines Sans Frontières
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\(^9\) Sandvik et. al 2014.

(MSF) facility close by, and vice versa. This negatively impacted vector monitoring and regional resource management.

Luckily, digital humanitarians stepped in to help, leveraging crowd-sourced and open-sourced methods and innovative mapping platforms. In just over three weeks time in October, the Standby Task Force deployed through Net Hope and in collaboration with UN OCHA’s Humanitarian Data Exchange (HDX) to produce the most comprehensive and up-to-date snapshot of operational treatment facilities in the region. Before the SBTF/Nethope deployment facility-centric data (about the locations and attributes of treatment centers and health clinics) did not exist in a shared centralized database. However, because of the limits of remote and open-sourced data mining, the data generated by the crisis mapping partnership was incomplete, unverified, unstructured, and, upon publication, instantly out of date. Some health facilities did not indicate which NGOs were in administrative charge or include basic information about number of beds, PPE kits, staff or lab capacity. Check out this map [here](#)—lots of question marks.

What was needed (and ultimately not established) was a field enumeration team on the ground to augment the data using mobile survey tools to gain and update information, in real-time, about capacity attributes of the facilities. In December of 2014, I envisioned such information to be readily available to donors, coordinating bodies, NGOs, and even affected community members through a lightweight “data dashboard.” We thus proposed such a solution with MIT Global Ideas Challenge and held talks with UNMEER.11 This initiative, however, was tabled due to financial, security, and other bureaucratic reasons, including the difficulty in quantifying value-added and generating user by-in.

Moving forward, it will be crucial to articulate frameworks by which digital humanitarians can not only augment intelligence for field workers, but for field staff to contribute needed information for remote analysis. As a Data & Society Fellow, I would love to pursue solutions for two-way engagement between remote-based digital volunteers and field staff (vertical integration) as well as for sharing across organizations and stakeholders (horizontal integration).

4Mi

Using mobile survey tools and remote management to fill data gaps on mixed migration in transit countries in the Horn of Africa

For humanitarian organizations and host country governments information on the drivers, profile, conditions, and routes of transit for vulnerable communities on the move is crucial for mixed migration decision-making and policy. And yet there is a dearth of information on such indicators, especially in transit countries, which limits our capacity to anticipate movement trends or design context-appropriate interventions in countries of origin, transit, and destination.

Participatory research experience with data collection initiatives indicates that actionable intelligence in low-resource, high-risk settings is possible, although validity and ethical/security concerns remain particularly relevant.12

4Mi is a research initiative operating out of the Regional Mixed Migration Secretariat Nairobi office that looks to contribute timely and meaningful intelligence in an otherwise sparse data environment on mixed migration in the Horn of Africa Region. The initiative is an innovative, low cost, community-based approach to monitoring mixed migration flows, unlocking the potential to contribute timely, rich, and sensitive information about the drivers and trends of mixed migration, the condition of migrants, and revealing the clandestine nature of smuggler networks and routes. The team uses a mobile survey application and a network of local informants to collect data. After the Pilot Phase (July-2014 through end of 2015) the team has collected and analyzed over 800 survey reports from monitors in Egypt, Ethiopia, Kenya, South Africa, Turkey, and more.

However, due to a lack of ethically-informed and empirically-driven design (EBD)—an approach especially important when dealing with vulnerable populations in high-risk settings and when new tools and methods are built and

12 See 4Mi Evaluation Concept Note, on file with author and Policy Lab.
used—a number of weak spots hinder the contribution of the initiative. Because an EBD was not used during the pilot stage, major questions of (1) validity and (2) the ethical and safe use of data have emerged, which if not addressed, could lead to credibility and liability problems at time when 4Mi is being pressured to publish results for policy-makers and scale up and scale out their methodology across contexts.

Such an initiative is representative of the challenges for this kind of work across organizations and sectors. Actors seeking to leverage mobile collection technologies and remote management of local informants need to build in an evidence-based design approach to consider accuracy and reliability issues related to elements of survey design, sampling methodology, the training of local informants, and validation and quality control. Also important will be to consider matters of privacy, ethics, and security regarding collecting information on vulnerable populations (migrants) and perpetrators of criminal activity (smugglers and potential human traffickers).¹³

Indeed, a major gap in mobile survey tools is the lack of minimal standards and professional ethics by which to guide the application of new ICTs for humanitarian action.¹⁴ According to Signal Program for Human Security and Technology Director Nathaniel Raymond, "there exists little or no accepted operational doctrine, nor precedents for applying traditional humanitarian principles to ICT-supported operations."¹⁵

A dearth of doctrine is largely due to the way that humanitarian technological applications are born: advancements around new technologies and big data in the humanitarian sector have largely been driven by pilot projects and/or organically-generated collaborations and initiatives that emerge when new capacities and tools can meet contextual demands.¹⁶ But it is difficult to wrestle with questions of

¹³ See 4Mi Policy Lab Concept Note for details on validity and ethical/security-related challenges.
¹⁶ Ushahidi, for example, was born out of the instability of Kenya’s 2008 national elections. Short-code 4636 and the Standby Task Force emerged out of the need to capture and relay location-based
privacy when lives are at stake. Or to take the time necessary to think hard about the security implications of releasing real-time data to the public when vulnerable communities can and should be warned.\textsuperscript{17}

Another challenge revolves around capacity and accountability in terms of the use of data in humanitarian operations. According to Sandvik et. al (2014), non-traditional data collection teams may be “less equipped than traditional humanitarian actors to deal with the ethical, privacy, and security issues surrounding their activities,” and may not be familiar with or care about neutrality, impartiality, and accountability (key core humanitarian principles).\textsuperscript{18}

An informed approach toward leveraging mobile technologies and remote management of local informant networks is needed. As a D&S Fellow, such an approach would start with an evaluation of the 4Mi pilot to include an articulation of key thematic contributions of the pilot, an assessment of validity, reliability, ethical and security-related challenges that such an initiative faces, and a series of recommendation to improve measurement and analytical instruments and processes. These recommendations can be used to develop operational protocols and guidance frameworks for informing humanitarian actors at large how to harness mobile-data collection technologies and a network of local informants to capture granular, real-time information on drivers, profiles, conditions, and routes used for vulnerable populations on the move in low-resource, high-risk settings.

\textsuperscript{17} At the Satellite Sentinel Project, we pushed forward with our mission while also advancing the methodology on how satellite imagery can be used by non-state actors for early warning and human rights monitoring in an on-going conflict setting. This meant that new methodologies (like the GRID method) were developed and it also meant that compromises on the release of data (reports) had to be made. The Satellite Sentinel Project team at the Harvard Humanitarian Initiative continues their work to advance standards and ethics as part of the Signal Program on Human Security and Technology.

\textsuperscript{18} Sandvik et. al, 2014. Sandvik et. al (2014) also point out a range of humanitarian data privacy and security issues including the trade-off between efficiency of humanitarian action and protecting the privacy of beneficiaries in crises, the imbalance between sensitivity of data in crises contexts vs the means to protect that data, and the risks associated with humanitarian organizations becoming “unwitting” intelligence providers, as more and more data are collected from beneficiaries at greater scale, speed, and scope.
A note on legitimacy, participation, and power

When it comes to technology and big data in humanitarian action, the assumption that ICTs are unequivocally empowering or are “leveling the playing field” obfuscates matters of legitimacy and power inequities. While technology actively generates new roles, resource distribution, rules, relationships, and vulnerabilities in the humanitarian space,¹⁹ there is a possibility that these effects are not inherently democratizing. Might humanitarian actors be subject to blind spots regarding populations that are overlooked by big data? Is it possible that technology itself influences the distribution of humanitarian aid in inequitable ways? Are all new actors empowered by ICTs, such as the commercial sector, “legitimate” champions of affected populations?

As humanitarians, at minimal we seek to Do No Harm: in other words, we need to make sure that our use of big data and ICTs does not either formalize current power inequities or exacerbate them. At best—and through a critical lens—we seek to harness technology and share granular real-time data in a way that empowers local and vulnerable communities to be resilient in the face of adversity, danger, or catastrophe.

Understanding matters of data governance will require the application of perspectives derived from political economy, organizational behavior, and international relations theory. As one example, the work of the Global Solutions Networks sheds light on issues related to governance and collective action through information communication technology empowered networked institutions, which requires and honest engagement with matters of bargaining power, interest and institutions, inclusion, legitimacy, representation, participation and power relationships.²⁰

---

¹⁹ Sandvick et. al, 2014.
As a former intern at the Satellite Sentinel Project, and as someone involved in the Ebola Phase II digital deployment,21 the Nepal Earthquake response,22 and monitoring mixed migration flows in the Horn of Africa region as a Technical Adviser, I remain committed to exploring these issues further. Instead of asking how ICTs might impact the effectiveness of humanitarian response, through my teaching at Northeastern University and research at The Policy Lab, I’ve been committed to exploring how ICTs are fundamentally transforming the very nature of humanitarian action.

As an adjunct lecturer at Northeastern University (where I have developed and teach a course on Crisis Mapping for Humanitarian action in the Geographic Information Science graduate program) and Associate at the Policy Lab (an international research design institute where I lead projects related to information management, new humanitarian technologies, and humanitarian innovation), I am uniquely qualified to contribute to such research agendas through evidence-based research design and disseminating learning opportunities to not only advance academic discourse but also the professionalization of the sector.

My methods are also particularly well-suited to the Data & Society Fellowship. I have approached the application of digital technologies and big data for humanitarian action through (1) participatory research with “non-traditional” communities of practice (such as so-called crisis mappers and volunteer and technical communities (V&TCs)), (2) by employing international relations, political economy, organizational behavior, information science theories as analytical lenses to the investigation and articulation of a variety of humanitarian and information-related problematics, and (3) by contributed to a growing scholarly and professional knowledge base through publishing research, teaching, speaking at academic, private-sector, government, intelligence, and United Nations conferences and leading experiential and simulated learning environments. This brings together a deep understanding of the humanitarian space, a forward-thinking approach to innovative technologies, and the theoretical lenses required for impact on such a global agenda.
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I look forward to the opportunity to discuss with the board my candidacy. Please let me know if you have any additional questions and/or requests.

Thank you,

Joseph P. Guay

Associate, The Policy Lab
Adjunct Lecturer, Northeastern University

**Letters of Recommendation to be provided by request**

(1) Nathaniel Raymond, Director of Harvard Humanitarian Initiative’s Signal Program on Human Security and Technology. Email: Nathaniel.raymond@gmail.com; mobile: +1 (617) 949-0928

(2) Dr. Derek Miller, Director of The Policy Lab. Email: Miller@thepolicylab.org; mobile: +1 (617) 440-4409

(3) Dr. Kathryn Taetzsch, Senior Relief Coordinator, Nairobi Regional Office, World Vision International. Email: Kathryn_Taetzsch@wvi.org; mobile: +1 6262 054 076
Budget and Outputs: two approaches

Approach #1: $36,500 stipend to explore one case study / emergent challenges over 30 working weeks. D&S Fellowship will be used to holistically engage with problem identification, stakeholder mapping, evaluation, design and pilot testing solutions, and scaling up/dissemination of outputs in the sector.

Example here: 4Mi evaluation and guidance protocols for harnessing mobile survey tools and local informant networks for mixed migration monitoring.

Outputs include: (1) literature review and gap analysis, (2) pilot evaluation—assessments of contribution and validity, reliability, ethical, and security challenges, (3) a series of recommendations to improve 4Mi data outputs and processes, (4) development of operational protocol for guidance on harnessing mobile survey tools and local informant networks for mixed migration monitoring, (5) an engagement strategy (workshops, webinars, blog posts, conferences, op-eds) for dissemination of results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personnel Allowances</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Time Frame</th>
<th>Sub total</th>
<th>Line Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project Manager / Lead Research Consultant: Joseph Guay 45 days total @ $300.00 per day</td>
<td>20 days pre-field desk work: collection of data, literature review, research design, development of tools, travel preparation</td>
<td>Weeks 1-10</td>
<td>6,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 days field work: site visit to Nairobi</td>
<td>Week 11</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10 days data analysis and report writing</td>
<td>Weeks 12-22</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10 days of dissemination of results and community engagement</td>
<td>Weeks 23-30</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>13,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lodging and travel (New York City)</td>
<td>Weeks 1-10, 12-30</td>
<td>10,800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Director: 12 days total @ $500.00 per day</td>
<td>4 days pre-field work planning and design: support project management / advise methods</td>
<td>Weeks 1-10</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 days field work: support project management, advise methods</td>
<td>Week 11</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 days data analysis and report writing: support project management, advise methods and theory</td>
<td>Weeks 12-22</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel / Logistics / Food</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nairobi, Kenya</td>
<td>Airfare (include 2 staff)</td>
<td>Week 11</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 days Project Manager and Research Director</td>
<td>Lodging (includes 2 staff)</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Food (includes 2 staff)</td>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In country travel (includes 2 staff)</td>
<td></td>
<td>300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5,900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Equipment / Supplies</td>
<td>Audio Recorder (2)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis and Visualization support</td>
<td>Research Volunteer (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TOTAL 36,500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Approach #2: $30,000 stipend to more broadly explore and set foundation for three case studies/emergent challenges in a single Data & Society Fellowship portfolio over 50 working weeks.

Example here: D&S Fellowship will be used for desk work related to literature review, problem identification, stakeholder mapping, concept note to engage with external funders/partners, and research design for each of the following:

(1) Nepal Earthquake: standardization and integration of divergent data streams for multiple end-users in near-real time.

(2) Containing Ebola: un-siloing data systems and bridging the digital/physical divide for coordinated response in public health emergencies.

(3) 4Mi evaluation and guidance protocols: ethically and safely harnessing mobile survey tools and local informant networks for mixed migration monitoring.

Outputs include (for each project in portfolio): (1) literature review and gap analysis, (2) stakeholder mapping (cross-disciplinary network mapping of potential partners, implementing organizations, end-users, donors, clients, etc) and concept note for external funding applications, (3) research design, (4) op-eds, blog posts, webinars, conference presentations, etc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stipend</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Time Frame</th>
<th>Sub total</th>
<th>Line Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fellowship: Joseph Guay 100 working days total @ $ 300.00 per day (approx two days/week)</td>
<td>30 days pre-field desk work for each of three projects identified in portfolio: literature review, stakeholder-mapping, research design, development of tools, concept note (total 90 days). 10 days for travel, orientation, results dissemination, and de-brief.</td>
<td>Weeks 1-50</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis and Visualization support</td>
<td>Research Volunteer (1)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>$30,000</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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